ePortfolio Reflection

Developing an ePortfolio helps the student to leverage with technology nowadays. An ePortfolio is a reflection of our experiences, representation of our personalities, and artworks. When Professor Angela Wu told that I have to do a ePortfolio, I think it was a piece of cake. The reason is that I have created websites within three days or less before. Therefore, I am very comfortable with HTML. My ePortfolio was special because the template was designed using Adobe Photoshop, Microsoft Frontpage, and MGI Photosuite etc… I did some research to decide what my theme is going to be by reviewing Xanga.com, personal websites, and professional graphic artist ePortfolios. It was a bit frustrating at first to design a theme because I end up scrapping around fifteen themes. The ePortfolio helped me to publish my reflections on what I learn. This is my first ePortfolio and it really helps me to determine what to add on my next ePortfolio theme. The interest part about my ePortfolio is the theme itself. It reflects technology today if you psychoanalyze my ePortfolio. The most challenging part was designing the theme that would represent me today. I really feel proud that my professor can get to know more about me at their own convenience to show them that I am high quality student. I did think about the audience of my ePortfolio. It was meant for computer literate people but turns up the majority of my audience is not too computer proficient. I would like to encourage other students to design a theme for their own ePortfolio to reflect themselves.